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1. Introduction 
Two important topics in Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) research filed are trajectory 
analysis of particles and parameter selection method. Trajectory analysis is important 
because it can help to determine where the position of each particle is at each evolutionary 
step, and consequently it can help to clarify the running mechanism of PSO algorithm, so as 
to explain why and when PSO algorithm can be successful to solve optimization problems. 
Parameter selection of PSO algorithm is important because the performance of PSO 
algorithm is sensitive to the chosen parameters. 
Till now, some research works have been published in literatures to investigate both of these 
two topics, but unfortunately, the trajectory analysis is based on simplified deterministic 
algorithms, regardless of the randomness in real PSO algorithm; and the parameter selection 
is based on experimental results instead of theoretical results. 
This chapter is proposed to investigate both of these two important topics. In this chapter, 
the trajectory of particle in a general PSO algorithm is theoretically investigated, considering 
the randomness thoroughly. For arbitrary dimension d of an arbitrary particle i in the 
general particle swarm system, the update equations investigated in this chapter are given 
in Eqs. (1) and (2), where t is the evolutionary  step, V is the velocity of particle i, X is the 
position of particle i, Pi is the history best position found by particle i, and Pg is the history 
best position found by the total swarm. 
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By regarding each particle's position on each evolutionary step as a stochastic vector, the 
general PSO algorithm determined by five-dimensional parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2, a, b} is 
formally analyzed using stochastic process theory. Because the position of particle at each 
step is stochastic and can not be determined directly, its expected value and variance are 
investigated instead of the position itself. To make the analysis possible, the particle swarm 
is supposed to be in stagnation phase.  
At the same time, the relationship between convergent speed of particle’s trajectory and 
parameter sets is studied. Those results give some hints on how the chosen parameters can 
influence the performance of PSO algorithm, and thus parameter selection guideline is 
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given. According to the analysis result, it is believed that parameters {a, b} would only 
increase the complexity of PSO algorithm without enhancing performance of PSO 
algorithm, thus it is suggested to fix both of them to be 1 in PSO algorithm. For more details, 
see Section 4. 
Then, a set of suggested parameter {ǚ=0.715, c1=c2=1.7} is given, which is compared against 
three sets of parameters which are proposed in literatures. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 overviews related works. Stochastic 
convergence analysis of the general PSO algorithm is investigated in Section 3. Some 
parameter selection guidelines are given in Section 4; and a set of parameters is suggested. 
In Section 5, experiments are conducted to compare different parameter sets. Section 6 
concludes this chapter. 
2. Related Works 
Ozcan and Mohan published the first theoretical studies of particle trajectories (Ozcan & 
Mohan, 1998; Ozcan & Mohan, 1999). In their first study (Ozcan & Mohan, 1998), a 
simplified PSO system was considered with 
• one partcle in the swarm, 
• one-dimensional particles, 
• Pi=Pg=P keeps constant, 
• no inertia weight, i.e. 1=ω ,
• no stochastic component, i.e. 222111 )(,)( ctct ==== φφφφ  for all t. 
Later, Ozcan and Mohan generalized their findings to a PSO system with multiple, multi-
dimensional particles with Pi and Pg not necessarily the same point (Ozcan & Mohan, 1999). 
For the more general system, Ozcan and Mohan derived the following particle position 
update equation (Ozcan & Mohan, 1999): 
gjijijijij PPtXtXtX 2121 )2()1()2()( φφφφ +=−+−−−−  (3) 
From Eq. (3), when  40 21 <+< φφ , the following closed form can be easily obtained: 
ijijijijijij tttX κθθ +Γ+Λ= )cos()sin()(  (4) 
where ijΛ , ijΓ , ijθ  and ijκ  are constants derived from the initial conditions and the value 
of 1φ  and 2φ :
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The main conclusion from their work is that particle trajectories follow periodic sinusoidal 
waves. An optimum is searched by randomly 'catching’ another wave, and manipulating its 
frequency and amplitude. In addition to this general finding, Ozcan and Mohan studied the 
trajectories of particles under a number of special cases. 
For the same simple PSO system as given above, Clerc and  Kennedy provided a theoretical 
analysis of particle trajectories to ensure convergence to a stable point (Clerc & Kennedy, 
2002),
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the main result of this work is the introduction of the constriction coefficient, which is 
derived to prevent the velocity to grow out of bounds, with the advantage that, 
theoretically, velocity clamping is no longer required. In addition, Clerc and Kennedy also 
studied several different classes of constriction models. As a result of this study, the velocity 
update equation changes to (Clerc & Kennedy, 2002) 
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where ǘ is the constriction coefficient calculated as 
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with 421 ≥+= φφφ  and ǋ[0, 1]. The constant ǋ controls the speed of convergence. For ǋ§0, 
fast convergence to a stable points is obtained, while a ǋ§1 results in slow convergence. 
Both above two studies consider a simplified PSO system without an inertia weight, i.e. only 
the simple situation with 1=ω  is studied. van den Bergh analyzed the convergence of the 
PSO algorithm with inertia weight (van den Bergh, 2001). Considering the velocity and 
position of a particle at discrete time steps, the following non-homogeneous recurrence 
relation is obtained: 
gittt PPXXX 211211 )1( φφωφφω ++−−−+= −+  (13) 
The characteristic equation corresponding to the recurrence relation  is 
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The solutions to this equation gives the eigenvalues 
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where
ωφφωγ 4)1( 221 −−−+=  (17) 
For initial conditions 0)0( XX =  and 1)1( XX = , the explicit closed form of the recurrence 
relation is then given by 
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Note that the above equation assumes that ii PtP =)(  and gg PtP =)(  for all t. The closed form 
representation in Eq. (18) therefore remains valid until a better position X (and thus Pi and  
Pg) is discovered. When a better position is discovered, the above equations can be used 
again after recalculating the coefficients k1, k2 and k3.
van den Bergh only discussed the situation with imaginary eigenvalues, i.e. 
ωφφω 4)1( 221 <−−+ . He obtained the conclusion that when { } 1,max 21 <λλ , the particle’s 
position sequence will  converge and 
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That means, under the condition that { } 1,max 21 <λλ , a particle converges to a weighted 
average of its individual best and global best positions. 
In the case that 1φ  and 2φ  are stochastic, the average behavior of the system can then be 
observed by considering the expected values of 1φ  and 2φ  (assuming uniform distribution): 
2/][ 11 cE =φ , 2/][ 22 cE =φ . Using the expected values, the limit becomes 
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where ]1,0[)/( 212 ∈+= ccca .
Furthermore, with experimental analysis, van den Bergh proposed parameter range to 
satisfy the condition of { } 1,max 21 <λλ , i.e., 12/)( 21 −+> ccω . van den Bergh also 
discussed on convergence of particle trajectory with certain parameters, but the 
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experimental results did not conform to his conjecture. This disagreement was informally 
explained by stochastic probability.  
Some other similar results were proposed by Yasuda (Yasuda et al, 2003) and Trelea (Trelea, 
2003). Although those results provide insights into how particle swarm system works, all 
those analysis discard the randomness in the PSO algorithm, and are all based on a 
simplified deterministic algorithm. Obviously, those analytical results more or less deviate 
from the real particle swarm system due to the loss of randomness. Recently, researchers 
have begun to make progress in the analysis of randomness in PSO algorithm. Clerc (Clerc, 
2006) mathematically analyzed the stochastic behavior of the particles when the swarm is in 
stagnation, but he only discussed properties of stochastic coefficients and did not regard the 
velocity (and position) as stochastic variable, and thus he seemed unaware of the dependent 
relationship between velocity and the stochastic coefficients. Later, Jiang (Jiang et al, 2007a) 
extended Clerc’s results by regarding each particle's position on each evolutionary step as a 
stochastic vector. Then the PSO algorithm was analyzed using stochastic process theory. 
Some stochastic characteristics (including expected value, variance, and auto-variance) of 
particle's position are obtained, both in explicit and implicit representations, and 
corresponding properties are analyzed.  
Jiang (Jiang et al, 2007b) present the first formal stochastic convergence analysis of the 
standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, which involves with randomness. 
By regarding each particle's position on each evolutionary step as a stochastic vector, the 
standard PSO algorithm determined by non-negative real parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2} was 
analyzed using stochastic process theory. The stochastic convergent condition of the particle 
swarm system and corresponding parameter selection guidelines were also derived. 
3. Stochastic Convergence Analysis of PSO in Stagnation 
In this section, stochastic convergence analysis of the particle swarm system is conducted, 
assuming the particle swarm is in stagnation. The particle swarm system is thought to be in 
stagnation, if arbitrary particle i’s history best position Pi and the total swarm’s history best 
position Pg keep constant over some time steps.  
There exist many factors that would influence the convergence property and performance of 
PSO algorithm, including selection of parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2, a, b}; velocity clamping; 
position clamping; topology of neighborhood; etc. This chapter focuses on analyzing how 
the selection of parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2, a, b} would influence the trajectories of particles in 
the PSO algorithm. Factors such as velocity clamping, position clamping, topology of 
neighborhood may influence the trajectories of particles, but the discussion of those factors 
is beyond the scope of this chapter. At the same time, the situation with variable parameter 
values during evolution is also not discussed here. That means, the PSO algorithm studied 
here is only determined by fixed real-value parameter set {ǚ, c1, c2, a, b}. Velocity and 
position clamping are not considered, and the neighborhood of any particle is the whole 
swarm.
When the particle swarm system is in stagnation, arbitrary Pi and Pg would keep constant 
over some time steps, then it’s easy to find out that all particles would evolve 
independently. Thus, only particle i needs to be studied. For i is chosen arbitrarily, the result 
can be applied to all other particles. At the same time, it appears from Eqs. (1) and (2) that 
each dimension is updated independently. Thus, without loss of generality, the algorithm 
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description can be reduced to the one-dimensional case. By omitting particle and dimension 
notations, and considering discrete time situation, update equations become: 
)()( ,22,111 tgttittt XPrcXPrcVV −+−+=+ ω  (24) 
11 ++ += ttt bVaXX  (25) 
It’s obviously that the velocity is only an auxiliary variable, and the position is the real 
significant variable. By substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (25), the following non-homogeneous 
recurrence relation is obtained: 
gtitttttt PbrcPbrcXaXbrcbrcaX ,22,111,22,111 )( ++−−−+= −+ ωω  (26) 
From Eq. (26), it’s easy to know that single value of coefficients 1c  and b  is not important at 
all. The important factor is the multiple bc1 . Coefficient 2c  and b  share the same 
relationship. Thus, without loss of generality, we can choose 1≡b  if 0≠b . As a matter of 
fact, when 0=b , it’s easy to get )0()1( 1 di
td
i XatX
+
=+  from Eq. (2), whose convergence
condition is 1≤a . This case is not an interesting one, thus it is supposed that 0≠b  in 
following analysis. Thus we can suppose 1≡b , and the iteration equation becomes 
gtitttttt PrcPrcXaXrcrcaX ,22,111,22,111 )( ++−−−+= −+ ωω  (27) 
Notice that there exist random numbers in Eq. (27), and that X0, X1 are also random 
numbers, thus each Xt should be regarded as a random variable, and the iterative process 
{Xt} should be regarded as a stochastic process. The expectation and variance of each 
random variable Xt can then be calculated, and the convergence property of the iterative 
process can be analyzed. 
3.1 Convergence analysis of the expectation of particle's position 
In this subsection, the iteration equation of EXt is obtained, where EXt is the expectation of 
random variable Xt. Based on the iteration equation, the convergent condition of sequence 
{EXt} is analyzed. 
According to Eq. (27), iteration equation of sequence {EXt} can be easily obtained. 
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The characteristic equation of the iterative process shown in Eq. (28) is 
0)
2
( 212 =+
+
−+− ωλωλ acca  (29) 
Theorem 1. If and only if conditions 11 <<− ωa  and )1)(1(2)1)(1(2 21 acca ++<+<−− ωω
are satisfied together, iterative process {EXt} is guaranteed to converge to 
])1)(1(2/[)( 2121 ccaPcPcEX gi ++−−+= ω .
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Proof:  Let 2/)( 21 cca +−+= ωψ , the convergent condition of iterative process {EXt} is that 
the absolute values (or complex modulus) of both eigenvalues 1Eλ , 2Eλ  are less than 1. 
That is, 12/42 <−± ωψψ a . Consider two cases: 
1. ωψ a42 <
Here, both eigenvalues are complex numbers, ωψωψλλ aaEE =−+== 4/)4( 22
2
2
2
1 , so 
{ } 1,max 21 <λλ  requires only 1<ωa . Condition (1) itself requires 0>ωa  and 
)2(2)2(2 21 ωωωω aaccaa ++<+<−+ .
2. ωψ a42 ≥
Here, both eigenvalues are real numbers. Condition (2) is satisfied if 
0≤ωa ;
or
0>ωa , and )2(221 ωω aacc ++≥+  or )2(221 ωω aacc −+≤+ . Consider two more 
cases.  
0<ψ
Here { } 1,max 21 <EE λλ  requires }a)(1)1(2),2(2min{21 ++++<+ ωωacc .
Conditions (2) and (2.1) together lead to 
10 << ωa  and )1)(1(2)2(2 21 accaa ++<+≤++ ωωω ;
or
01 ≤<− ωa  and )1)(1(2)(2 21 acca ++<+≤+ ωω ;
0≥ψ
Here { } 1,max 21 <EE λλ  requires }1)(a)1(2),2(2max{21 −−−+>+ ωω acc .
Conditions (2) and (2.2) together lead to 
10 << ωa  and )2(21)(a)1(2 21 ωωω aacc −+<+≤−− ;
or
01 ≤<− ωa  and )(2)1)(1(2 21 ωω +<+≤−− acca ;
Synthesize case (1) and case (2), the guaranteed convergent condition of 
iterative process {EXt} is  
11 <<− ωa  and )1)(1(2)1)(1(2 21 acca ++<+<−− ωω .
When iterative process {EXt} is convergent, the convergent value EX can be calculated using 
2/)()2/)(( 2121 gi PcPcEXaEXccaEX ++−+−+= ωω . That gets 
])1)(1(2/[)( 2121 ccaPcPcEX gi ++−−+= ω .
It’s easy to know that, even if sequence }{ tEX can converge, generally speaking, gPEX ≠  is 
always true. 
3.2 Convergence analysis of the variance of particle's position 
To further study the convergence property of particle swarm, the variance sequence should 
be studied. In this subsection, the iteration equation of DXt is obtained, where DXt is the 
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variance of random variable Xt. Based on the iteration equation, the convergent condition of 
sequence {DXt} is analyzed. 
In order to make the procedure of calculating DXt clear, some symbols should be introduced 
firstly. Let ωϖ a= , 2/)( 21 cc +=υ , υωψ −+= a , υ−+= ttt rcrcR ,22,11 ,
gtitt PrcPrcQ ,22,11 += , from Eq. (27), it is easy to ontain that 
ttttt QXXRX +−−= −+ 11 )( ϖψ  (30) 
Since tr ,1 , tr ,2  are two independent uniform random number ranged in [0,1], it's obvious 
that 0=tER , 2/)( 21 git PcPcEQ += , 12/)(
2
2
2
1 ccDRt += , 12/)(
22
2
22
1 git PcPcDQ += , and 
12/)()( 22
2
1 gitt PcPcQRE += . Notice that tEQ , tDR , tDQ , and )( ttQRE  are all constants, let 
tE EQQ = , tDRR = , tD DQQ = , )( ttQRET = .
If 0=R , that means 021 == cc , which is not an interesting case. Thus we suppose 0>R  in 
all following discussions . 
Notice that tX  and 1−tX  are both independent on tR  and tQ , but tX  and 1−tX  are 
dependent. Thus the following expectation can be obtained. 
1
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From Eqs. (31)-(33), eliminating )( 1 tt XXE +  and )( 1−ttXXE , get 
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Substitute Ettt QEXEXEX +−= ++ ϖψ 12 , Ettt QEXEXEX +−= +− 11 ψϖ  and 22 )( ttt EXEXDX −=
into Eq. (34), obtain 
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The characteristic equation of the iterative process shown in Eq. (35) is 
0)()( 32223 =−−−+−+− ϖλϖψϖλϖψλ RR  (36) 
The iteration equation and characteristic equation of iterative process {DXt} are both quite 
complex, and it is hard to analyze these two equations directly. Fortunately, the convergent 
condition of the iterative process {DXt} defined in Eq. (35) is comparatively simple. Before 
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discussing convergence property of iterative process {DXt}, we can firstly determine the 
intervals in which the three eigenvalues of the characteristic equation are located. Let 
32223 )()()( ϖλϖψϖλϖψλλ −−−+−+−= RRf  (37) 
First of all, consider two special cases.  
If 0=ϖ , then two among three eigenvalues are zeros. Without loss of generality, let 
032 == DD λλ , then 021 >+= RD ψλ .
If 0=ψ , then ϖλ −=3D  and 1Dλ , 2Dλ  are roots of equation 022 =−− ϖλλ R . Since 0>R ,
get ϖϖλλ >++= 2/)4(},max{ 2221 RRDD . Then ϖλλ <},min{ 21 DD  must be 
satisfied due to 3321 ϖλλλ =DDD .
Next consider two general cases. 
When 0>R , 0≠ψ  and 0>ϖ , it is easily verified that  
0)0( 3 <−= ϖf  ; 02)( 2 <−= Rf ϖϖ ; 02)( 22 <−=− ϖψϖf .
According to conclusions in elementary mathematics, because )( ϖ−f , )0(f  and )(ϖf  have 
the same sign, the number of roots in the interval )0,( ϖ−  and ),0( ϖ  must both be even. 
Thus there must be at least one root located in interval ),( ∞ϖ  to satisfy 03321 >=ϖλλλ DDD .
When 0>R , 0≠ψ  and 0<ϖ , it is easily verified that  
0)0( 3 >−= ϖf  ; 02)( 2 <−= Rf ϖϖ ; 02)( 22 <−=− ϖψϖf .
Likely, according to conclusions in elementary mathematics, there must be one root located 
in the interval )0,(ϖ  and one root located in the interval ),0( ϖ− . The third root must be 
located in the interval  ),( ∞−ϖ  to satisfy 03321 <=ϖλλλ DDD .
Without loss of generality, suppose 321 DDD λλλ ≥≥ , then it is clear that relationship 
321max DDDD λλϖλλ ≥≥>=  exists, and 1Dλ  must be a positive real number. 
Theorem 2. Given 0>R , if and only if 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  are satisfied together, it is 
guaranteed that 1},,max{ 321max <= DDDD λλλλ .
Proof: Obviously, If 1≥ϖ , then 1max ≥> ϖλ D , which violate 1},,max{ 321 <DDD λλλ .
Thus only cases with 11 <<− ϖ  needs to be discussed. At this point, if and only if 0)1( >f ,
it is guaranteed that Dmaxλ  is located in the interval )1,(ϖ . Ō
As a matter of fact, conditions 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  satisfied together implies that 
)1)(1(2)1)(1(2 21 acca ++<+<−− ωω . Because 
22 )1()1()1()1()1( ψϖϖϖϖ −−+−−+= Rf ,
then 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  lead to 222 )1()1/()1()1( ϖϖϖϖψ +<−+−+< R , that is 
)1)(1(2)1)(1(2 21 acca ++<+<−− ωω .
Theorem 3. Given 0>R , if and only if 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  are satisfied together, 
iterative process {DXt} is guaranteed to converge to 
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where )1(f  is defined in Eq. (37). 
Proof : The iteration equation of DXt, Eq. (35), contains items related to EXt, thus the 
condition shown in Theorem 1 should be satisfied firstly to make DXt convergent. As stated 
above, 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  implies that )1)(1(2)1)(1(2 21 acca ++<+<−− ωω . Thus 
conditions 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  together make sure that the conditions stated in Theorem 
1 are satisfied. 
After EXt is convergent, the convergent condition of iterative process {DXt} is that the 
absolute values(or complex modulus) of the three eigenvalues 1Dλ , 2Dλ , 3Dλ  are all less 
than 1. Theorem 2 proves that, 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  are the necessary and sufficient 
condition of 1},,max{ 321 <DDD λλλ .
Thus, 11 <<− ϖ  and 0)1( >f  together give the necessary and sufficient conditions to 
guarantee iterative process {DXt} convergent. If iterative process {DXt} is convergent, the 
convergent value can be easily calculated to be  
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It’s easy to know that, even if sequence }{ tDX can converge, generally speaking, the 
convergent value can not reach zero. 
4. Parameter Selection Guidelines 
Holland discussed the balance between exploration and exploitation that an algorithm must 
maintain (Holland, 1975). Exploration ability is related to the algorithm's tendency to 
explore new regions of the search space, while exploitation is the tendency to search a 
smaller region more thoroughly.  
Researchers in PSO community used to believe that inertia weight ǚ balances exploration 
and exploitation in PSO algorithm, but new theoretical results give a different new 
explanation (Jiang et al, 2007a). It is believed that inertia weight can not balance exploration 
and exploitation by itself in PSO algorithm. The factor to balance exploration and 
exploitation should be the value of Dmaxλ . The larger Dmaxλ  is, the stronger is the 
exploration ability of the PSO algorithm. An empirical evidence can be found in (Xie et al, 
2004), which shows that the relationship between exploration ability of PSO algorithm and 
inertia weight ǚ is not monotone. For more explanation about this matter, please refer to 
(Jiang et al, 2007a). 
It is widely accepted that PSO algorithm have a good global search ability, while its fine-
tune ability is relatively weak. That is to say, PSO algorithm can easily locate the good area 
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of the solution space in which good solutions are located, while the procedure to find the 
good solutions is not equally easy for PSO algorithm. Thus it is quite important for PSO 
algorithm to enhance local search ability. While in PSO algorithm determined by five-
dimensional parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2, a, b}, generally speaking, the expectation of each 
particle’s position can never reach Pg, and the variance of particle’s position can never drop 
to zero. This is not a desired property for PSO algorithm, for this will make the fine-tune 
ability of PSO algorithm even worse. 
If 0)1)(1( =−− ωa , then when Pi is equal to Pg, the expectation of particle’s position will 
converge to Pg, and the variance of particle’s position will converge to zero. This may help 
PSO algorithm to enhance fine-tune ability. Without loss of generality, suppose a=1. Then 
the PSO algorithm reduces to a simpler version totally determined by three-dimensional 
parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2}. For this simpler version, the following two corollaries apply.  
Corollary 1. For PSO algorithm determined by three-dimensional parameter tuple, if and 
only if conditions 11 <<− ω  and )1(40 21 ω+<+< cc  are satisfied together, iterative process 
{EXt} is guaranteed to converge to )/()( 2121 ccPcPcEX gi ++= .
Corollary 2. For PSO algorithm determined by three-dimensional parameter tuple, given 
0>R , if and only if 11 <<− ω  and 0)1( >f  are satisfied together, iterative process {DXt} is 
guaranteed to converge to 6/)1(/)/()1()()( 221
22
21 fccPPccDX ig ++−= ω .
It is easily verified that, in the simpler PSO version, when Pi is equal to Pg, the expectation of 
particle’s position will gradually converge to Pg, and the variance will gradually converge to 
zero. This means that the PSO algorithm can thoroughly search around the best position 
found so far. If the convergent speed of variance is slow, it is more likely to find good 
solutions in the good area. 
Below is the graphical illustrations of parameter ranges, which are determined by conditions 
shown in above two corollaries. 
The parameter range to guarantee the convergence of iterative process {EXt} is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The cyan(light) area in Fig. 1 corresponds to case (1) discussed in Theorem 1, and the 
blue(dark) area in Fig. 1 corresponds to case (2) discussed in Theorem 1. 
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Figure 1 Parameter range to guarantee the convergence of iterative process {EXt}. The 
cyan(light) area corresponds to case with complex eigenvalues, the blue(dark) area 
corresponds to case with real eigenvalues 
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The parameter ranges to guarantee the convergence of iterative process {DXt} are illustrated 
in Fig. 2-3. In Fig. 2, the relationship between c1 and c2 is illustrated. The relationship 
between lower and higher range of ǚ and c1, c2 are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The parameter selection of PSO algorithm in literatures favors c1=c2=c, so more detailed 
discussion on this condition is given. The relationship between ǚ and c is illustrated in Fig. 
4, in which blue(dark) area is the parameter range to guarantee the convergence of 
expectation sequence of particle’s position, and the cyan(light) area is the parameter range to 
guarantee the convergence of variance sequence of particle’s position. 
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Figure 2 Relationship between c1 and c2 to guarantee the convergence of iterative process 
{DXt}
Figure 3 Relationship between lower(left) and higher(right) range of ǚ and c1, c2 to 
guarantee the convergence of iterative process {DXt}
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Figure 4 Relationship between ǚ and c when c1=c2=c to simultaneously guarantee the 
convergence of iterative processes {EXt} and {DXt}
Based on the theoretical analysis results obtained above and related experimental results, in 
order to help PSO algorithm to search the solution space more thoroughly, it is necessary to 
determine parameters to make 1max ≈Dλ . Thus we propose a new set of parameters: 
{ǚ=0.715, c1=c2=1.7}. This set of parameters can help PSO algorithm to search the solution 
space thoroughly, slowly converge to the best position found so far, so as to find the optima 
with higher probability. In next section, the PSO algorithm using our suggested parameters 
will be compared against PSO algorithms using parameters suggested in literatures. 
5. Performance Comparison 
Parameter selection of PSO algorithm is quite important and have drawn attention from 
many researchers. Different researchers have proposed many different sets of parameters, 
such as 729.0=ω , 494.121 == cc (Clerc & Kennedy, 2002); 6.0=ω , 7.121 == cc (Trelea,
2003); 729.0=ω , 2.0411 =c , 0.9482 =c (Carlisle & Dozier, 2001). For those parameters, 
corresponding Dmaxλ  can be calculated. When 729.0=ω  and 494.121 == cc , 942.0max =Dλ ;
when 6.0=ω  and 7.121 == cc , 889.0max =Dλ ; and when 729.0=ω , 2.0411 =c , 0.9482 =c ,
975.0max =Dλ . Obviously, Dmaxλ  corresponding to all those three sets of parameters are all 
around 1, this may help to explain why the performance of PSO algorithm using those sets 
of parameters are promising. But it is easy to find out that Dmaxλ  corresponding to those 
parameters is still not large enough to enhance the exploration ability of PSO algorithm, so 
that the algorithm is often trapped in local optima. For above reasons, we propose a new set 
of parameters: ǚ=0.715, c1=c2=1.7 (corresponding to 995.0max =Dλ ), and performance 
comparison is conducted. 
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No Free Lunch theorem (Wolpert & Macready, 1997) asserts that no algorithm can be better 
than any other, over all possible functions. Thus it does not seem interesting to demonstrate 
that the PSO algorithm with suggested parameters is good on some functions and not on 
others. What we hope for is a problem-solver that can work well with a wide range of 
problems. Thus, in the current exercises we combine results from a set of test functions, all 
of which are commonly used in experimentation with optimization algorithms. 
Based on three performance measures proposed by Mendes (Mendes et al, 2004), we 
compare several PSO algorithms with different sets of parameters. Those measures are 
average standardized optima, average success iterations and average success rate. 
1. Standardized Optima 
The first measure is simply the best function result after some arbitrary number of iterations; 
here we use 2,000. Basically this is a measure of sloppy speed. It does not necessarily 
indicate whether the algorithm is close to the global optimum; a relatively high score can be 
obtained on some of these multimodal functions simply by finding the best part of a locally 
optimal region. 
It is not possible to combine raw results from different functions, as they are all scaled 
differently. For instance, almost any decent algorithm will find a function result less than 
0.01 on the sphere function, but a result of 40.0 on Rosenbrock is considered good. In order 
to combine the function outputs, we standardized the results of each function to a mean of 
0.0 and standard deviation of 1.0. All results of all trials for a single function are 
standardized to the same scale; as all of these problems involve minimization, a lower result 
is better, and after standardization a negative result means to be better than average. After 
standardizing each function separately, we can combine them and find the average for each 
single condition.  
2. Success Iterations 
The second measure is the number of iterations required to reach a criterion. This is also a 
measure of speed, but in this case the criteria are intended to indicate that the searcher has 
arrived in the region of the global optimum. 
There is, however, a problem with this measure, too. That is, some trials might never reach 
the criteria. Many hours have been lost waiting, trying to give each version a fair chance to 
find the global optimum, often in vain. Trials where the criteria are not met after a 
reasonable time — here we use 10,000 iterations — must be coded as infinite, which means 
among other things that the mean is meaningless. 
The proper measure of central tendency for such a data set is the median. If the majority of 
trials are coded as infinite, then the median is represented as infinity, shown in the results 
tables with the lemniscus. In order to combine iteration data, mean of the medians is used, 
with the caveat that if any median were infinite, the mean would be infinite, too.  
It is obviously that the first measure is different from the second one. The first measure 
determines whether the algorithm can get a good solution fast, e.g., after only 2,000 
iterations, while the second measure determines how long it takes to find the global 
optimum if left to run, or whether it can find it at all. Generally speaking, iterations to 
calculate the second performance should be much larger than iterations to calculate the first 
measure.
3. Success Rate 
The third measure is perhaps the most important one. This is a simple binary code 
indicating whether the criteria were met within 10,000 iterations or not. Averaged over all 
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Based on those three measures, we conduct experiments on five benchmark problems, 
which are commonly used in literature. Those five benchmark functions are Ackley, 
Griewank, Rastrigin, Rosenbrock and Sphere. Corresponding function formula, optima and 
optimal positions are shown in Table 1; value range and criteria are listed in Table  2. 
Features of those five functions are: Sphere is a simple unimodal function; Rosenbrock is 
also an unimodal function, but Rosenbrock's variables are strongly dependent and gradient 
information often misleads algorithms; Ackley, Griewank and Rastrigin are multimodal 
functions with many local optima. Griewank is strongly multi-modal with significant 
interaction between its variables, caused by the product term. This function has the 
interesting property that the number of local minima increases with dimensionality. 
The four sets of parameters used to be compared are listed as follows: 
Set A (Clerc & Kennedy, 2002): 729.0=ω , 494.121 == cc ;
Set B (Carlisle & Dozier, 2001): 729.0=ω , 2.0411 =c , 0.9482 =c ;
Set C (Trelea, 2003): 6.0=ω , 7.121 == cc ;
Set D: 715.0=ω , 7.121 == cc .
 Set A Set B Set C Set D 
Ackley
0.1139
(0.4041)
0.1155
(0.3483)
0.1765
(0.4460)
0.0511
(0.2553)
Griewank 
0.0944
(0.0583)
0.0606
(0.0357)
0.0876
(0.0457)
0.0803
(0.0411)
Rastrigin
8.7357
(4.5793)
4.7758
(2.2978)
8.6263
(4.0645)
6.0593
(3.4700)
Rosenbrock 
2.4308
(9.2956)
3.2329
(11.1348)
2.0431
(9.2136)
8.5559
(25.0940)
Mean
(Deviation)
Sphere
0
(0)
0
(0)
0
(0)
0
(0)
Ackley 0.92 0.90 0.86 0.96 
Griewank 0.64 0.90 0.67 0.72 
Rastrigin 0.68 1.00 0.69 0.88 
Rosenbrock 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
Success 
Rate
Sphere 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Ackley 84 72.5 63 108 
Griewank 265 192 160.5 426 
Rastrigin 179 161 141 201 
Rosenbrock 333.5 319.5 280.5 538.5 
Success 
Iteration 
Sphere 186 162 139 259 
Table 3. Experimental results on 10-dimensional functions 
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Experiments are conducted on all five benchmark functions, considered dimensions are 10, 
30 and 50, corresponding particle swarm sizes are separately 20, 40 and 100. Each algorithm 
with each set of parameter is run 100 times, and the final result is the statistical result of all 
100 runs. 
The intermediate experimental results include mean function value (deviation), success rate 
and success iteration. Experimental results related to 10-dimensional functions are listed in 
Table 3. Experimental results related to 30-dimensional functions are listed in Table 4. And 
experimental results related to 50-dimensional functions are listed in Table 5. Although we 
don’t want to compare the PSO algorithm using different parameters on each single 
function, it is clearly shown in Table 3-5 that the performance of PSO algorithm using our 
suggested parameters is promising. 
 Set A Set B Set C Set D 
Ackley
1.2639
(0.9417)
1.3589
(0.8030)
1.3556
(0.9833)
0.0250
(0.1761)
Griewank 
0.0155
(0.0196)
0.0208
(0.0242)
0.0160
(0.0199)
0.0113
(0.0144)
Rastrigin
59.0109
(18.2530)
41.0719
(10.1841)
57.5682
(15.3826)
42.9026
(11.8995)
Rosenbrock 
28.8497
(28.7922)
33.1788
(39.6960)
31.9139
(34.7045)
58.6477
(51.5653)
Mean
(Deviation)
Sphere
0
(0)
0
(0)
0
(0)
0
(0)
Ackley 0.82 0.78 0.70 1.00 
Griewank 0.91 0.86 0.90 0.98 
Rastrigin 0.61 0.94 0.59 0.94 
Rosenbrock 0.99 0.90 0.97 0.84 
Success Rate 
Sphere 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Ackley 190 142.5 150.5 280 
Griewank 285 197 237 503.5 
Rastrigin 287.5 182.5 179.5 345.5 
Rosenbrock 1832 2051 1689 5323 
Success 
Iteration 
Sphere 435.5 295 363 772 
Table 4. Experimental results on 30-dimensional functions 
The final synthesized results are listed in Table 6. Experimental data shown in Table 6 
clearly indicates that the PSO algorithm using parameter set D outperforms other algorithm 
in the measures of standardized optima and average success rate, and is outperformed by 
other algorithms in the measure of success iteration. Both two phenomena can be explained 
by Dmaxλ  corresponding to each set of parameters.  
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 Set A Set B Set C Set D 
Ackley
1.2454
(0.9683)
1.8311
(0.5866)
1.2278
(0.8901)
0
(0)
Griewank 
0.0130
(0.0229)
0.0108
(0.0200)
0.0140
(0.0219)
0.0079
(0.0118)
Rastrigin
118.1610
(24.7108)
87.0787
(16.8852)
113.8330
(23.4990)
70.3967
(15.1534)
Rosenbrock 
71.0803
(41.1463)
70.3772
(40.7945)
67.8099
(33.8612)
87.6412
(42.7683)
Mean
(Deviation)
Sphere
0
(0)
0
(0)
0
(0)
0
(0)
Ackley 0.77 0.60 0.82 1.00 
Griewank 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.98 
Rastrigin 0.25 0.80 0.27 0.97 
Rosenbrock 0.80 0.60 0.91 0.61 
Success Rate 
Sphere 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Ackley 257 214 214 471 
Griewank 383 214 338 789 
Rastrigin ∞ 262 ∞ 597
Rosenbrock 2188 3981 2205 5474 
Success 
Iteration 
Sphere 603 332 531 1281 
Table 5. Experimental results on 50-dimensional functions 
 Dimension Set A Set B Set C Set D 
10 0.1193 -0.2070 0.1137 -0.0260 
30 0.1134 -0.0121 0.1337 -0.2350
Standardized
Optima
50 0.1286 0.0032 0.0882 -0.2199
10 0.848 0.958 0.844 0.912 
30 0.866 0.896 0.832 0.952
Average
Success Rate 
50 0.752 0.788 0.786 0.912
10 209.5 181.4 156.8 306.5
30 606 573.6 523.8 1444.8
Average
Success 
Iteration 
50 ∞ 1000.3 ∞ 1722.3
Table 6 Synthesized performance comparison results
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Parameter set D corresponds to a largest Dmaxλ  among all four set of parameters, thus PSO 
algorithm using parameter set D has the strongest exploration ability, so it is not easy to be 
trapped into local optima. When the dimension increase, the solution space get more 
complex, and PSO algorithm gets more likely to be trapped into local optima. At this time, 
the influence of exploration ability to the performance of algorithm would be more 
significant. This is why PSO algorithm using parameter set D can outperform other 
algorithm in the measures of standardized optima and average success rate, and this 
advantage gets more significant when the dimension increases. 
Also due to the strong exploration ability that PSO algorithm using parameter set D has, the 
algorithm has to waste a lot of time in exploring new search area, so as to influence the speed. 
6. Conclusion 
The stochastic process theory is applied to analyze the particle swarm optimization 
algorithm determined by five-dimensional real-value parameter tuple {ǚ, c1, c2, a, b}, 
considering the randomness thoroughly. Specifically speaking, stochastic convergence 
analysis is conducted on PSO algorithm when it is in stagnation phase, and the convergent 
properties of expectation and variance sequence of particle’s position are studied. The 
analysis results determines corresponding parameter ranges, both in formular and graphical 
form. This result is helpful to understand the mechanism of PSO algorithm and select 
appropriate parameters to make PSO algorithm more powerful. 
After the theoretical stochastic convergence analysis of PSO algorithm in stagnation phase, 
parameter selection guidelines are discussed, and a set of suggested parameters {ǚ=0.715, 
c1=c2=1.7} is given, which is compared against other three sets of parameters which are 
proposed in literatures. Experimental result shows that the PSO algorithm using our 
suggested parameters can achieve robust performance, but the time expires before reaching 
optimal area is longer than PSO algorithm using other suggested parameters. 
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